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system resource in terms of the amount of time spent viewing
the modules or the module accessing frequency. Therefore,
multimedia ISSS should not be irrevocable, and should defer
to each user's special characteristic conditions and special
demands. For example, the different knowledge degrees, the
different network facilities as well as the time demand should
give different personalization multimedia with different
content that explores the effect of using different adaptive
presentation strategies and the impact on learning
performance when material is matched and mismatched with
learning preferences. [3]. These different user's demands can
be seen as adaptability for the multimedia ISSS.

Abstract-How to provide a multimedia Information Seeking
Support System (ISSS) is becoming more and more imperative.
In this paper, we provide a multimedia ISSS for e-learning. This
system requires flexible support for the modeling of multimedia
content models and also supports possible interactivity, transfer
of streams multimedia data such as audio, video, text and
annotations using network facilities. However, we investigated
the existing standards and applications for multimedia
documents models such as HTML, MHEG, SMIL, and HyTime
etc. We propose a new approach for the modeling of reusable
and adaptable multimedia content. We also developed a
comprehensive system for advanced multimedia content
production: support for recording the presentation, retrieving
the content, summarizing the presentation, weaving the
presentation and customizing the representation. This approach
significantly impacts and supports the multimedia presentation
authoring processes in terms of methodology and commercial
aspects.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web-based application system must consider the user's
various demands, such as the different cultural context, the
learning environment as well as the professional field; the
video-based multimedia ISSS for e-learning must also
consider them. [1] depicted two exciting opportunities that
await science and engineering in information seeking support
systems. The first moves us from pre-scientific conceptual
framework about information seeking to the concern of
human-information interaction. The second opportunity
expands the media seeking tools. [2] proposed that the
following guidelines can be recommended for designing web
based asynchronous learning systems for procedural tasks. (1)
When a learning system was designed for simple procedural
tasks, then use of a particular multimedia combination should
not affect learning performance. (2) For complex procedural
tasks when learning performance was the criterion, then a
combination of both audio and synchronized text or audio,
video and synchronized text was the best alternative. (3)
When resource utilization was the issue for a learning system
for complex procedural tasks, a combination of audio, video
and synchronized text was the best alternative in terms of the
time spent on the learning modules and the frequency of
access of the modules. (4) For simple procedural tasks, the
choice of multimedia combination should not affect the

Figure 1: MultimediaISSS model for e-Ieaming.
Figure 1 depicts a conceptual framework for media

retrieval for learning. This conceptual framework for
information seeking prompts a learner with an information
need to reconfigure it as a query to a media course content
management system, that in tum seeks multimedia learning
objects whose media object representation best match the
query [1]. In our experience, a normal procedure for
developing the multimedia information seeking support
system usually follows the framework shown in figure 1.
After deciding to develop the multimedia information seeking
support system, one has to consider the requirements during
presentation both in the authoring or presenting process.
Usually, when one adopts these operational requirements,
some presentation properties have to be defmed and modeled.
Once the authoring tools and presentation tools are demanded;
the adaptive multimedia content model should be designed to
satisfy both ofthem.

There were five sections in this paper. First the above
section introduced the video-based multimedia ISSS.
Leamer's different preferences in information retrieval were
unexceptional for learning. The E-learning system provided a
video-based information seeking support system for people,
which was natural and correct. Section 2 discussed the related
fundamental theories. Related fundamental theories included
ontology, adaptive learning, and the operations of multimedia
ISSS model for course content. Ontology technology is a well
defmed content representation methodology. An Ontology
based content representation can provide the conceptual
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knowledge to describe the course content objective. Section 3
gives the formal framework and the related adaptation
operation for a detailed understanding of the multimedia
content model. In Section 4, some significant concepts
presented our approaches and discussed the adaptation
operation evaluations, this paragraph discuss our approach
that try to work steadily and make solid progress. Section 5
summarizes our work and gives an outlook of ongoing and
future work.

II. ONTOLOGY-BASED INFORMATION REPRESENTATION

An easy way to comply with the conference paper
formatting requirements is to use this document as a template
and simply type your text into it.

An ontology is a specification of a conceptualization [10].
Ontology is a collection of key concepts and their
interrelationships collectively providing an abstract view of an
application domain. Ontologies playa key role in the semantic
description. With the support of ontology, both user and
system can communicate with each other by the shared and
common understanding of a domain [11]. Protege 3.3.1 is an
ontology construction tool that is open-use, free of charge, and
has well-defmed features and was developed by SMI
(Stanford Medical Informatics). Protege is not only was one of
the most important platforms to construct ontology but is also
the most frequently adapted one [12][13]. The most special
feature is that its framework is constructed by ontology
concepts. It uses multi components to edit and make ontology
and lead knowledge workers to construct a knowledge
management system based on ontology; furthermore, users
can transfer to different formats of ontology such as RDF(S),
OWL, XML or directly inherit into databases like MySQL and
MS SQL Server, which have better supported functions than
other tools [14]. The superiorities were described by [12], [13].

Ontology is a method of conceptualization on a specific
domain [15]. Protege-3.1.1[16] was developed by SMI
(Stanford Medical informatics) for construction ontology.
This software has some advantages for developers: (1) Open
source software. (2) Multiple knowledge ontology support. (3)
Multiple storage formats support. (4) Multiple data types
support. (5) Integrated Application aUI. (6) Plug-in service
support.

Based on the above features, we know that the Protege
3.1.1 not only has a friendly aUI for developers but also
supports multiple storage formats for databases. We could use
the database to construct the entities or the XML description
to represent the semantic facilities. In this paper, we used
Protege-Ll.I to develop our multimedia course object
ontology. There are two main methods to construct the
ontology in Protege: Open Knowledge Base Connectivity
protocol (OKBC) and Web Ontology Language (OWL). Open
Knowledge Base Connectivity protocol (OKBC) defmes the
knowledge ontology: class describes the domain concept; slot
describes the abstraction of properties and relationships; facet
is the restriction of the properties. Inheritance relationship
existed between two classes. Subclass inherited super-class's
slot and their relationship. Web Ontology Language

(OWL)[17] is designed for the application to process the
messages that the documentation contains. This feature is the
only form presenting the content for people. OWL can
represent the terminologies of the specified vocabulary and
the relationship between two terminologies more clearly and
defmitely. In domain semantic representation, OWL provides
more categories than XML, RDF or RDF-S. OWL adds many
lexicons to describe the properties and classes: among them,
relations between classes, cardinality, equality, richer typing
of properties, characteristics of properties, and enumerated
classes. On the other hand, OWL designed three extensible
sub-languages for special purposes communities of
implementer and users [17]:

Ontology is one theory in philosophy and is used primarily
to explore knowledge characteristics of life and real objects;
in artificial intelligence fields it is used to defme the content
of domain knowledge, express knowledge, solve
communication, and commonly share problems; in
information technology field it offers much assistance for
research and development of E-commerce and Knowledge
Management [18]. Ontology provides complete semantic
models, which mean in specified domain all related entities,
attributes and base knowledge among entities have sharing
and reuse characteristics which could be used for solving the
problems of common sharing and communication. To describe
the structure of the knowledge content through ontology can
accomplish the knowledge core in a specified domain and
automatically learn related information, communication,
accessing and even induce new knowledge, therefore,
ontology is a powerful tool to construct and maintain an
information system.

The Adaptive Learning System is the system that performs
the regulation/adaptation for learners, and to conform the
student preferences for learning. Adaptive Learning System is
derived from Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) and contains:
learning material, characteristic of leamer, and teaching
strategy to support the adaptive learning approach [19]. There
are many research issues in ALS, for example: course
planning, intelligent Q &A analysis, interactive problem
solving support, collaborative learning support, adaptive
presentation, and adaptive navigation support [20].

TABLE 1:LEARNING FEATURES ANALYSIS ABOUT ADAPTIVEIDYNAMIC/ TIME

LIMITATION FOR RELATED RESEARCH AND OUR APPROACH

Adaptive Dynamic Time
Limitation

Yes Yes No

[22]
Yes No No

f231
Yes No No

[24]
Our Yes Yes Yes
approach
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[22] address the adaptive learning object sequencing
problem in intelligent learning management systems
proposing a concrete methodology based on the use of
ontologies and learning object metadata. The result is a
generic instructional planner capable of serving for both
Adaptive and Dynamic Courseware Generation. The main
advantage of this method is that it is fully automatic and can
be applied independently of the knowledge domain.

[23] proposed a distinct constructivist learning framework
that is distinguished from other counterparts in the following
aspects: the domain learning concepts and concrete learning
objects associated with it are separated; how to teach depends
on the learner preference and learning status and how to learn
lies on the learner's control on his/her own. Based on the
domain model, they put forward an efficient searching
algorithm for the presentation generation based on the
proposed domain ontology model.

[24] proposes an approach that can automatically composite
and recommend courses to learners with different presentation
order and in accord with their intentions. First, a course MAP
is constructed according to the contents of related domain
ontology and web pages collected from the Internet. Then, a
leamer's intention is analyzed for compositing automatically
suitable orders of the learning objects to form a personalized
course. This proposed approach can also recommend learning
objects according to a learner's preferences and others'
feedback.

Table I presents the compare results of learning features
analysis about Adaptive/Dynamic/Time Limitation for
Related Researches with our approach.

• Keywords - The keywords of the Learning Object, a set
of Keyword entities.

There are four relationships between PObject entities:
ConsistsOf, References, IsBasedOn and Requires.

• ConsistsOf(x,y) represents that y is one of the
components in PObject x.

• References(x,y) represents that x refers the content ofy.
• IsBasedOn(x,y) represents that x is based on the

content ofy.
• Requires(x,y) represents that x exists if and only if y

exists.
There are two subclasses of PObject: CObject (Concept

Object) and MObject (Multimedia Object). CObject and
MObject both inherit the attributes and relationships of
PObject. CObject subclass describes Concept Object. Concept
Object depicts table of content for learning course. MObject
subclass describes Multimedia Object. Multimedia Object
depicts the physical media being performed as learning
material. A segment of video can be taken as a unit of
multimedia object that is reformulated! expanded as a
transparency slide. MObject owns two other attributes: Length
(the period of time) and Index (the ordered anchor). MObject
owns another relationship: Follows. Follows(x,y) represents
that x must be performed after y committed.

As shown in figure 3, Keyword Ontology describes the
related keywords of presentation object. Keyword includes
three attributes: Value, Significance and Appearance.

• Value - a context of the keyword.
• Significance - the significant weight for the keyword.
• Appearance - the frequency of the keyword.

Figure 2: Ontology for multimedia ISSS

III. ONTOLOGY-BASED ADAPTIVE MULTIMEDIA ISSS

We propose an ontology that describes the multimedia
learning object as shown in figure 2. PObject Class is
employed to describe a presentation object. The presentation
object is the fundamental unit to construct a learning course.
PObject contains four attributes: Title, Significance,
References and Keywords.

• Title - the title of the object.
• Significance - the significant weight for the object.
• References - Related References, a set of Reference

entities.

Figure 3: Keyword Ontology
Keyword contains three subclasses: Proper Noun,

Document, Phrase, Proper Noun contains Toponym, Person,
Era, Event, ... etc.. Proper Noun owns two attributes: Start and
End (valid period from start to end). Document contains two
subclasses: Writing (refer to publication) and Method (refer to
methodology or algorithm). Document owns two attributes:
Source (such as authors), Date (Release Date). Phrase contains
two subclasses: Instruction (a set of instructions) and
Terminology (a set of terminologies). Phrase owns an attribute:
Category (denotes the specific domain).
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Figure 4: Reference Ontology

As shown in Figure 4, Reference Ontology describes the
related references of presentation object. Reference owns
three attributes: Source (such as authors), Date (Release Date)
and Rating (Impact Factor). There are two relationships
between Reference entities: References and IsBasedOn.

• References(x,y) represents that x refers the content ofy.
• IsBasedOn(x,y) represents that x is based on the

content of y.
Reference contains three subclasses: Paper (refer to the

other paper), Book (refer to the other book) and Technical
Report (refer to the other technical report).

For the most part, a multimedia presentation must be
produced with a great quantity of data capacity. In most
existing presentation systems, the user didn't have to be
endowed with retrieving, abstracting, additional adapting (e.g.
select channels, time specified), weaving or customizing
facilities during the presentation. These above-mentioned
presentation system facilities are user-concerned in the
available system resources. In the section, we assume that
multimedia content model must offer the possibility to
represent alternatives and categorically to conform to the
dynamic user-context.

TABLE2: AN EXAMPLE OF LABELED CONCEPTAND KEYWORDS FORSLIDE
ITEM.

.Slide Item SI ~3 S4 ~5 S6 S7 S8 ~9 SIO

~oncept firs putline ~hl I-I 1-2 1-2 ~h2 ~-I 12-1 2-2

IKI ~ @

1K2 ~ f§l

1K3 ~ @

1K4 ~ @ ~

Table 2 is an example of labeled concept and keywords for
a slide item. As row of Concept shows, S1 and S2 are the first
and outline slide respectively, and from S3 to SlO represent
the subchapters' slides. As row of Kl shows, Keyword Kl
appears in S5 and SIO, Keyword K2 appears in S8 and S9,
Keyword K3 appears in S8 and SIO, and Keyword K4 appears
in S3, S4 and S6. As given the above information in table 2
that represents the respective hierarchical relationship among
learning objects as well as figure 5 shows. Concept Ontology
represents Hierarchical Relationship among Concepts Objects.

Hierarchical Relationship among Concepts Objects consists of
concept objects (labeled as table of content) and arcs
(relationships: l.ConsistsOf, 2.References, 3.IsBasedOn and
4.Requires).

{

l. ce1lSi,1SOf}
2. ReferencesQ 3. lslh dCbY l .Requi:-es

£ 1- . - J16CH2

~~~
Figure 5: Hierarchical Relationship among Concepts Objects

According to the hierarchical relationship among learning
objects, we can derive a Multimedia Presentation Map, as
shown in Figure 6. Multimedia Presentation Map consists of
multimedia objects (slides:sl-slO), concept objects(labeled as
table of contents) and arcs (relationships:1.ConsistsOf,
2.References, 3.IsBasedOn, 4.Requires and 5.Follows).

}

Figure 6: Multimed ia Presentation Map

According to Multimedia Presentation Map and the
keywords assigned by the user, each presentation object will
be equipped with a reasonable weight value. First, all
presentation objects' weight values are initialized on the basis
of Multimedia Presentation Map, as shown in Algorithm 1 and
Figure 7. The concept objects, which have no parent node, are
taken as root nodes. The weight values of root nodes are
initialized as initialValue (The weight value that represents
highest priority). Function setWeightValueOfChild is used to
initialize the weight values of root nodes' descendant nodes
recursively. The rule of initialization is as follow:

Weight value.ofchild = weight_value_of-parent + l.(The
bigger weight value represents the higher priority.)
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Figure 7: Initialize Weight Value
As soon as one's weight value is modified, the weight

values of its children need to be modified, too. If the child's
weight value is smaller than the weight value of the parent, the
weight value of the child won't be modified. If the child's
weight value is bigger than the weight value of the parent, the
weight value of the child would rate as the weight value of the
parent.

According to the various learning needs, the content of the
lecture would be adapted dynamically. While a user is taking
lessons in a lecture, his progress would be observed. If his
performance did not meet the expectations, the system would
generate the keywords that user needs most and re-build the
content tree. The Content Tree provided the adaptive
representation dynamically.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this article, we not only proposed an ontology-based
well-defined description multimedia content model for
adaptive multimedia content but also offered a framework of
web-based multimedia ISSS for e-learning, In order to model
the fundamental multimedia course content requirements
clearly, we began to use ontology technology to describe the
multimedia learning objects and formalized definitions for
user-concerned adaptive adaptation operation. Building
metadata for learning object (video-based) representation
matched classic information-retrieval model that crested with
the searching engine technologies now pervasive on the web.

Thus, the configuration and the operation steps of the
multimedia information seeking support system are clear and
definite. Finally, we considered the generated presentation
with different operations for learning context. The final goal
of our approach was to provide a feasible multimedia content
model and the unequivocal framework to developer as guiding
principle or policy. We hope that our approach can be used to
the general purposed multimedia information seeking support
system for distance learning, enterprise training, commercial
advertisement, and others.

In this dissertation, a multimedia information seeking
support system was introduced and the ways of constructing
the multimedia information seeking support system for
distance learning was addressed. The main contributions of
this research can be summarized as follows:

• Ontology-Based Adaptive Multimedia ISSS.
• Ontology defmition for video-based multimedia ISSS

is presented.
• Procedures of automated Presentation map construction

were illustrated.
• Multimedia Object Weighting was defined.
• Multimedia Content Tree Generation was performed .
• Adaptive presentation weaving that can satisfy the user

dynamic and unpredictable context.
• Dynamic Presentation Weaving was addressed.
• System implementation

The multimedia ISSS for learning was represented as a
web-based system, which integrates the different medium
object (e.g. text, video, slices/images ... ) and encodes into the
browser-based hypermedia format.
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